Sorting Clothes
Our Purpose of sorting is to find quality clothing for our customers. It is a process that we strive to do our best.

Tagging Clothing

Please be careful! Before you use a tagging gun, make sure to wipe the needle down first. Then you will take the gun and place it through either the label or available seam in the clothing. Please make sure to check which color tag is being used that day.
Hanging Clothing:

- Men’s, Women’s, Boys’ & Girls’ (6X to 20) use the larger top and pants hangers.
- Boys’ & Girls’ (Newborn to 5T) use the smaller top and pants hangers.
Questions to Remember:

様々 Does the clothing have stains?
  (Ex: food, sweat, bleach, paint, grease, etc.)
様々 Does it have tears?
様々 Does it have an odor? (Ex: smoke, mothballs, etc.)
様々 Does it have missing or non-working items?
  (Ex: buttons, zippers, etc.)
様々 Is it out dated?
様々 Is it in season? (Ex: short sleeves for summer etc.)
様々 Is it appropriate for the customer? (Ex: no profanity, no tobacco or alcoholic images, nothing offensive, etc.)
様々 Is it a name brand or does it still have new tags?
様々 Is it too worn out? (Ex: faded, pilly, elastic creaks, etc.)
Hanging Clothes on the Floor:

👩‍♀️ All Women’s Clothing goes to the New Arrivals Rack
👨‍♂️ Men’s and Children’s go to their appropriate places on the racks